
 
The incarnation displays God’s unconditional love and mercy, regardless and in spite of our actions. 
To be the Church means to be this reminder for each other, even and especially if we've wronged 
one another. We must not confuse Jesus asking us to partner with Him, with Jesus demanding 
something from us in order for Him to love, accept, or heal us.  

We experience true freedom and come to wholeness in Christ when we trust Him, come to Him 
especially when we are weary and heavy burdened, and extend forgiveness to those who have 
wronged us. When we as the Church truly get this, the wounds we have given and received can begin 
to heal. 
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Thinking & talking through the biblical text during the week helps turn what God is saying into action 
steps. Here are some key questions to get you started.  

Reflection Questions: 
 Many groups have promised great things but caused much pain: Nazi Germany, The Lord of the 

Rings, Jonestown, others? 
The reality is, we are imperfect people living in an imperfect and broken world. We don’t always do 
good to others. We receive wounds and we wound other people. Unfortunately, those wounds 
sometimes happen within the Church. We have all experienced some sort of pain in our lives, some 
way of being let down or things not being all they are cracked up to be.  
 What is an initial feeling or reaction when something like that happens? 

Read Matthew 5:1-13 
 When you see the word, “blessed,” what do you think? What does it mean to you? 
 Jesus calls many different types of people “blessed.” These are not the types of people that 

come to mind when most of our culture (or us) think of someone who is blessed. Why does Jesus 
say that these particular types of people are “blessed?” 

Isaiah, writing about the coming Messiah (Jesus) “He was despised and rejected by mankind, a man 
of suffering, and familiar with pain.” (53:3a) Jesus takes on our sorrows, our wounds, and our sins, 
experiencing every terrible thing on our behalf. In his life Jesus shows that He is with us in all that we 
experience and gives us hope that He can heal us from our wounds. 
 Have you ever experienced your pain being pushed aside or not taken seriously? 
 As someone who may have been hurt by God’s people, the Church, how is Isaiah 53 good news? 
Jesus has experienced it, too! Even more than we could ever imagine! He doesn’t downplay your 
pain or suffering, nor does He tell you to suck it up and move past it. He says that you are blessed, 
and in good company. If you look at it this way, that both you and Jesus have been wounded by 
those who claim to follow God, and that He doesn’t push your issues aside.  
 How does it make you feel?  
 What about practical things? We can believe and read this all we want, but what do we do? 

Where do we go from here? 

Read Matthew 6:14-15 and Galatians 6:1-2 
Jesus does not call us to be passive in His Kingdom. He wants us to enter into the process. 
 What are we specifically called to if we are to truly follow Him? 
 Why is it important that we also forgive others? 
 What does it mean to “gently restore” someone who has been caught in sin? What does it look 

like to carry one another’s burdens? 

Living it Out 
Jesus does not want us to remain as we are. He wants to heal us, and then welcome us along His 
healing journey. Moving forward from being wounded by someone, especially someone you trusted 
or believed in, is an incredibly hard process to begin: our idea of the truth can be distorted, our 
hearts can be harder than before, or we can fear the same thing will happen again. Reflect on Jesus’ 
words in Matthew 11:28-30. 


